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Abstract. The goal of this study was to use the modeling tools for prediction of
environmental concentrations and pools of pesticides (HCB and DDT) in soil.
The characterization and quantification of secondary background sources of
HCB, were computed using fugacity based deterministic model. Areas with a
high potential for deposition and volatilization of HCB were identified. Results
of modeling were maps showing spatial distribution of HCB and DDT in the
Czech Republic which have been visualized on the web portal GENASIS
(Global Environmental Assessment Information System) to provide information
on environment contamination.
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1 Introduction
HCB and DDT were produced during last decades for various agricultural and
industrial purposes. They are widely distributed in all environmental compartments
including air, soil, water, sediment and biota because of their physical-chemical
properties. The considerable amount of these compounds is still presented mainly in
the soil. Sources of HCB in the environment in the mid 1990s were considered to be
the manufacture of chlorinated solvents, the manufacture and application of HCB
containing pesticides [1], metal production and the residential sector [2]. DDT was
widely used in the second half of the 20th century and Czechoslovakia was an
important producer and consumer of DDT [3].
In addition to the long-range transport, HCB and DDT are also re-mobilized from
primary and secondary sources such as contaminated sites and soils, which may
strongly influence their concentration in air on shorter spatial scales e.g., in areas of
former heavy HCB application elevated soil concentrations of HCB are commonly
found [4]. DDT is very persistent in soil, too.
One of important properties of those compounds is semivolatility. When
atmospheric concentrations of POPs (persistent organic pollutants) declined as a
result of restrictions to low level volatilization from soil become their significant or
even dominant emission source in the environment. Spatially resolved deterministic

model based on fugacity approach was created for calculation of volatilization fluxes
and total amount of HCB being volatilized was predicted. Influence of environmental
temperature changes and variation of organic carbon content in soil was included in
the model.
1.1 Data sources
In central Europe, unique continuous monitoring of POPs is conducted at the
background sampling site Košetice, Czech Republic, since 1988. This dataset allow
analyzing pollution level and temporal trend in various environmental matrices and
study the environmental fate of POPs more deeply. Input concentrations for the soil
model were collected from several projects. The most important sources of data came
from two nation-wide soil monitoring systems: Basal monitoring of agricultural soils
conducted by CISTA (Central Institute for Supervising and Testing in Agriculture)
and Basal monitoring of soils in protected areas conducted by ANLP (Agency for
Nature and Landscape Protection). Other data sources were projects conducted by
RECETOX (Research Centre for Toxic Compounds in the Environment) for various
purposes and at various spatial scales. Altogether, comprehensive data from about 600
sites around the country formed the basic database used for further evaluation and
modeling. The collected data covered not only soil concentrations of POPs but also
other important parameters measured at individual sites, e.g. geographical
coordinates, soil organic carbon content, soil type, land use.

2 Methodology

2.1 Determination of the spatial and quantitative distribution of POPs in soil
Concentration maps for each substance in soil at a 1x1 km grid resolution were
constructed using the GIS approach. The prediction model was based on the
dependency of POP concentration levels on environmental parameters. Only
parameters which were supposed to influence the concentration were used. Four
groups of predictor variables were used: 1. markers of anthropogenic activity such as
distance from industry, distance from populated areas and road classes, NOx, SO2,
particulate matter content in air, old dumps, size of populated area 2. climatic factors
such as altitude, mean annual temperature, annual precipitation 3. soil properties such
as soil type, character of soil and organic carbon content and 4. land cover [5]. Prior
to modeling, a square grid was generated for the Czech Republic using ArcGIS 9.2 (in
total 80 033 squares of 1x1 km).
Non-parametric methods, CART [6] and Random Forest [7], were used for the
prediction of POP soil concentrations in CZ. The reason is the character of data
(categorial variables with many categories, assumption of nonlinear relationships,
non-normal distribution of variables and multicolinearity). The concentrations’ maps
of HCB and DDT were used from previous study on RECETOX [8]. A pool of POPs

in the top soil layer was calculated for each cell of the grid using concentration of
pesticides and a bulk density and thickness of soil horizons. The values were specific
for each grid square [9].
2.2 Construction of a fugacity model for determining the volatilization of POPs
from Czech soils
Land cover, soil type, temperature gradient and organic carbon content in soil form
the basis of the applied fugacity model. It was necessary to construct temperature
maps for the whole area of the Czech Republic. Results were evaluated according to
the potential of individual areas to volatilization and deposition of HCB. The fugacity
model [10] was based on a dynamic box model, based on previous experience with
the construction and use of a similar model type comprising both soil and air [11].
Input parameters were both physical-chemical properties of the studied substances
and properties of the environment, e.g. temperature and organic carbon content in
soil. Three resistance concept based on fugacity approach was used (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Three resistance concept based on fugacity approach [10].

Volatilization flux is proportional to difference of fugacities between air and soil.
Fugacity as criterion of equilibrium is a “pressure“ of POPs in compartments. The
model contains mass transfer coefficients describing transfer over the air-soil
interphase (air and soil compartments are homogenous boxes). Temperature
dependence was included through partitioning coefficients (Kow n-octanol/water, Kaw
air/water, Koc organic carbon/water, Ksw soil/water).
Correction of partitioning coefficients to the specific environmental temperature
(van´t Hoff’s equation):
Kaw = Kaw0 * e(dH/R*( 1 / T0 - 1 / T ))

(1)

Evaluation of partitioning coefficients soil-water (Ksw):
Koc = Kow * 0.41

(2)

K‘sw = Koc * foc

(3)

Ksw = K’sw / (1000 * ρ )

(4)

Evaluation of fugacity capacities Z [mol∙ (m3∙Pa) -1]:
Za = 1 / (R * T)
Zl = 1 / ( Kawt * R * T)
Zs = Ksw * Zl
Zsbulk = fs * Zs + fa * Za + fl * Zl

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Evaluation of transport coefficients D [mol∙ (h∙Pa) -1]:
Da = MTCa *Za
Dsa = MTCsa * Za
Dsl = MTCsw * Zl
Ds = 1 / (1 / Da + 1 / ( Dsa + Dsl ) )

(9)
(20)
(31)
(42)

Evaluation of total flux of pollutant between air and soil:
F = Fsa – Fas
F = Ds * fs - Ds * fa

(53)
(64)

When s–soil, a-air, l-liquid, w-water, R- gas constant 8.314 [J∙( mol∙K)-1], MTCmass transport coefficient [m∙h-1], fs, fa ,fl– solid, liquid and air fractions in soil, fs, fa
– fugacities of pollutant in soil and air [Pa], F- flux of pollutant over air/soil
interphase [mol∙h-1], fa – fugacity of pollutant in air was set to average fugacity from
regular monitoring in Kosetice., fs – fugacity of pollutant in soil was calculated from
predicted concentration maps using Zsbulk (grid specific values). For detail see [12].
The median of HCB concentration in air from background side (Kosetice) was used.
The evaluation was performed in MATLAB.

4 Results and Conclusions
Concentration maps of DDT and HCB were constructed with a high accuracy of
prediction and their pools were computed (Fig. 2 and 3). Based on these results, the
total POPs pool in soils was determined in grassland, forests soil and arable land (Fig.
4)

Fig. 2. Spatially resolved (grid of 1×1 km) pools of HCB (kg∙km-1).

Fig. 3. Spatially resolved (grid of 1×1 km) pools of DDT (kg∙km-1).
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Fig. 4. Percentage of the total DDT and HCB pool in grassland, forests soil and arable land.

HCB and DDT maps clearly show higher pools in lowlands when compared to
mountain soils. It is a result of using these compounds as pesticides for several
decades. Volatilization maps show that pools are active source of these pollutants
during warm part of year. This is in contrast to colder regions in mountains which are
target places of air transport e.g. cold condensation nearly during whole year (Fig. 5
and 6).

Fig. 5. Volatilization flux of HCB from soil in January (ng∙m-2 ∙h-1).

Fig. 6. Volatilization flux of HCB from soil in July (ng∙m-2 ∙h-1).

This approach was proved to be very suitable. The total amount of a substance
volatilized into air was determined. The areas with a high potential for deposition and
volatilization and areas with potential for fast pesticides concentration changes in soil
were identified during the analysis. Maps have been visualized on the web portal
GENASIS (Global Environmental Assessment Information System) to provide
information on environment contamination.
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